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Introduction

Welcome to God’s Club

Before we begin, a short explanation of the name "Golf."

House. Get your clubs ready

Rumor has it that the origin of the word GOLF is that it is an

and your shoes laced up. We

old acronym meaning "Gentlemen Only, Ladies Forbidden."

are preparing to tee off on a

This turns out to be just an old wives tale (or, in this case, an

new discipleship series called

old husband's tale). In actuality, the medieval Dutch word

Golf & God: Spiritual

"kolf" or "kolve" meant "club." It is believed that word passed

Links to life with God.

to the Scots, whose old Scots dialect transformed the word into
"golve," "gowl" or "gouf." By the 16th Century, the word "golf"

This devotional series is just one of many series of writings I

had emerged (Sources: British Golf Museum, USGA Library).

have written using my signature approach to uncovering
extraordinary spiritual truths hidden in some quite ordinary,

Still, for the sake of this devotional series, I would like give a

everyday activities of life. I like to call them Sacred Analogies.

new meaning to "golfer". I want to invite you all to become

This particular series explores the many spiritual "links" found

more passionate, more devoted “GOLFers of Christ” -- that is,

between the game of Golf and our walk with God on the course

God-Obeying, Loving Followers of Christ." With that in mind,

of discipleship.

golfers, let's prepare ourselves for nine holes to remember.

This booklet is based on a series of writings published and

I’ll meet you on the first tee.

featured at my Daily Illumination website during the month of
June 2009 at www.JeremyBerg.org. Please take a moment to
visit Daily Illumination where I am “Reporting daily from the
busy intersection of faith and everyday life.” You’ll find many
other devotional writings like these, as well as Bible studies,
articles on current issues and other Christian commentary on
all matters of life. If you enjoy you’re visit, then please tell a
friend about it!

Jeremy Berg

with a bogey. I am familiar with each green's hidden slopes
and breaks.
Now, is it any surprise that I tend to shoot my best scores at
Lakeview? I usually do well at Lakeview because I have taken
the time to study and learn the ins and outs of each individual
hole on this course. Now, compare this to playing a completely
new course for the first time on vacation up north? Last
summer I spent some time in northern Minnesota at a resort

#1
The Front Nine of Faith

on the Whitefish chain of lakes. I scheduled an afternoon tee
time at the Whitefish Golf Club.
It was a complete disaster. My distance was off and club choice
poor. I found every hidden bunker, went repeatedly out of
bounds and misread putt after putt. Now, there were many

I shoot my best scores at Lakeview Golf course just two miles
outside my hometown of Mound, Minnesota. I grew up playing
Lakeview weekly and later worked two summers on the
grounds crew mowing and maintaining the course. I,
therefore, became very familiar with every detail of this
particular course. I know every hole's unique difficulties and

factors that led to my pathetic score, but the most significant
may have been the simple fact that I was unfamiliar with the
course. In fact, I was so disappointed with my first 18 holes
that I went around a second time. I now knew the course
better, learned from my previous mistakes and did much
better.

hazards, as well as the distance and recommended club for

I believe many approach their daily walk of faith with as much

each approach. I know which holes one must par or birdie to

forethought and preparation as I put into my round of golf at

shoot a good score, as well as which holes one should be happy

Whitefish. We’re disappointed with the outcome, having

higher expectations for ourselves and God, but we haven’t

represent.

really stopped to study the unique challenges on the course
Just as professional golfers aim to develop their game and skill

ahead.

set in order to master each hole they play, so also the follower
So, before we tee off with God on the links to a deeper life with

of Christ aims to grow in their faith, by the power of the Spirit,

Christ, I would like to invite us all to do some pre-game

in order to become the kind of people who more and more

preparation and study the course we are about to play. Too

manifest what Paul calls the nine "Fruit of the Spirit."

many people just jump blindly onto the tee box, tee it up, "grip
it and rip it" without examining the unique features and
challenges of the holes that lie ahead.

“But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, selfcontrol" (Gal. 5:22).

Let's pull out the map of God's course, get a bird's eye view
from the Goodyear Blimp Cam and take a look at each unique

That's right. The front nine of faith in Christ have as their

hole facing the golfer brave enough to tee off on what I'm

targets nine distinct qualities that God longs for us to master

calling The Front 9 of Faith." The following series of "Golf &

over time and practice -- and the power of the Spirit. As we

God" devotions will explore

will see, each of these 9 holes (or "Fruit of the Spirit") present

various challenges and obstacles

the golfer with it's own unique challenges and obstacles. Each

that face all who desire to master

hole is also filled with unique rewards and benefits for those

the course of Christian

who successfully master it. These are 9 holes well worth

discipleship. Before we examine

playing and mastering -- though you will need plenty of divine

the unique features, challenges

help along the way.

and obstacles lying along God's
course, we need to first identify
what each of the 9 holes or
targets we are aiming for

Before we tee off, let us spend a few minutes determining our
own "spiritual handicap" and rating our own spiritual game
with the help of the questions and scorecard/table below. And
then we'll see you on the tee!

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. How well have you studied the course of Christian
discipleship? Do you approach your faith with great
care, preparation and forethought? Or do you just tee
off "blindly" every morning with no preparation and
just deal with each obstacle as they come?
2. Do you find yourself getting better the more you
play out your faith? What are some ways you have
learned from your mistakes and mis-hits?
3. COURSE HANDICAP: Each golf course ranks the
difficulty of its holes from easiest (18) to most difficult
(1). Each of us can rank the 9 Fruit of the Spirit from
1-9 according to which fruit we find toughest to
manifest in our own lives. Fill in the handicap for
each hole in the chart below for you personally.
HANDICAP

#2
Playing the Fairway

#

TARGET

DEFINITION

1

Love

Unselfish, benevolent concern for another

2

Joy

Great delight; deep, abiding, gladness of heart

3

Peace

Tranquility, rest, harmony, absence of discord

4

Patience

Ability to endure persecution and ill-treatment

5

Kindness

to act for the welfare of those taxing your patience

way is easy that leads to destruction, and those who

6

Goodness

Beneficence, ready to do good, love in action

enter by it are many. For the gate is narrow and the

7

Faithfulness

Dependability, loyalty and stability

8

Gentleness

Gracious, kindly disposition, controlled strength

9

Self-Control

Restraint or discipline exercised over one's behavior

"Enter by the narrow gate. For the gate is wide and the

way is hard that leads to life, and those who find it are
few" (Matt 7:13-14).

The flag stands some 500 yards away on a sharp dog-legged

"Play the fairway. Many people try to find shortcuts and

hole to the left filled with many potential hazards. The fairway

ultimately end up out of bounds or in the drink. The best way

is narrow and lined with sand traps and deep rough on either

to the green is the narrow fairway, which is tougher to hit and

side. You do some mental distance calculation and conclude

therefore fewer take it."

that you could possibly cut over the pond and rough on the left
if you hit it just perfectly. There's nothing like the thrill of
"going for it" and turning a dog-legged par 5 into a par 4 by
cutting the corner! Should you go for it?

In golf as in our spiritual life, it takes self-discipline, patience
and wisdom to take the longer, slower, narrower path to the
goal. There is something quite alluring about finding shortcuts
-- in life, at work, in school, in relationships, in sports and as

Every golfer knows the situation I'm describing and can relate

well as in our faith. Yet, golf is not a game of speed but

to the temptation to trying to take a short cut to the pin. I

patience and accuracy. The goal is to play well not fast. And so

mean, who's disciplined enough to play a short wood or even

it is in life.

an iron off the tee in order to play the fairway and set yourself
up for a good second shot? Besides, if you succeed in flying
over all deep rough and water, and somehow land in the
fairway, you'll have a great chance for birdie.

As we stand on life's tee box looking out at the hole ahead, let
us ask God to give us the wisdom and faith to choose his
narrow way, even if it means resisting all of the popular,
enticing shortcuts that so many others are taking around us.

If we're honest, however, we usually regret it when we take
such chances in the game of golf. Put simply: The wise golfer
plays the fairway. Likewise, Jesus' words are pretty clear and
simple when it comes to the wisest path to a God-centered life
of discipleship. To paraphrase Jesus' words above in golf lingo,
he tells us basically:

Oh, and don't be surprised if you find yourself often all alone in
the fairway, watching everyone else search desperately in the
deep thicket. But do as Jesus would do, and go get your feet
muddy with them, helping them find their ball so they can get
back onto the fairway as well.

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. Can you think of a time when you were tempted to
take a shortcut in life? In your faith journey?
2. Did you try taking the shortcut? What was the
result?
3. The analogy breaks down here because the fairways
of golf are very different from the narrow way of
following Christ. How are they different?

#3
Sand Traps: Blessing or Curse?

I worked on the grounds crew at Burl Oaks Golf Club in high
school. I absolutely loved almost every aspect of this job -picking the range, mowing greens, fairways and roughs,
moving the hole placements, landscaping, washing and gassing
carts. I can still smell the fresh morning air as I remember
mowing greens as the sun rose over the dew covered grass on a
perfect summer morning.

There was, however, one aspect of this job that was absolutely

For example, God delivers the Israelites from Egypt and

miserable -- raking sand traps and bunkers. For some reason,

instead of a straight, direct route to the promised land (like a

our manager refused to purchase a riding sand pro bunker

good drive, nice approach and 2 putt for par) they experience a

raker that operates much like a lawn tractor with front and rear

40-year hang up in the Sinai Sand Trap. The sand traps of the

rakes. Instead, he sent my buddy Jason and I out with hand

Bible are places of testing. The Israelites' faith is tested and

rakes and helmets to rake the 50 or so sand traps by hand. I

their loyalty (or lack thereof) to God will be revealed. The

recall spending hours in the those mini deserts on a hot, muggy

Israelites fail repeatedly in the Sinai Bunker, and like a

100 degree afternoon preparing for a tournament. Sand traps

frustrated beginner golfer, duff shot after shot as the ball

are hot, miserable places to be working in; and they're even

repeatedly hits the bunker lip and rolls back to where it started.

worse places to be when you're playing a good round of golf!

Likewise, Jesus spends 40 days and nights in a sand trap where
he is tested by the devil and his true messianic identity is called

For the golfer, sand traps are hazards positioned in the golf

into question.

hole to guard the desired position in the landing area or green.
When the average golfer finds themselves in a bunker it

While the deserts are no place for a picnic, they are also places

usually slows them down. Their next shot becomes much more

where God's presence shows up in power. The deserts provide

difficult and they lose significant distance. Sometimes they

a time and place set apart refocusing ourselves on the weightier

find their ball buried deep within the sand which makes life

matters of life and faith. Bunkers slow us down and provide us

even more difficult. Landing in the bunker forces a golfer to

with an opportunity to learn patience and perseverance.

change their strategy and often accept a worse score on that
hole.

So, the next time you find your ball "on the beach" as they say,
let it remind you that the spiritual life is also filled with

When we turn to the spiritual life and success on life's course,

inconvenient seasons in the desert. And while they do often

we find a rich, ancient spiritual equivalent to the sand trap. I

slow our game down and add a stroke or two to our scorecard,

am referring to the so-called "desert experiences" so

they can also be places where we can grow in patience,

common in the Bible.

perseverance and a greater awareness of and reliance upon the

God who is more than willing to climb into the bunker with us
to help us back out.
And the deeper you are buried in the sands of adversity, the
more desperately you will need to place your faith in the God
who excels in digging us out of our personal pits of despair. To
paraphrase the psalmist:
“He lifted me out of the sand pit of despair, out of
sunken lie and buried ball. He set my ball back on the
fairway and gave me a good lie as I continued forward
in my game" (Psalm 40:2 My paraphrase).

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. Why does God so often bring people out to the
desert to speak to them? What is it about the desert
that opens us up to God’s presence?

#4
Out of Bounds
Almost every single sporting game involves the use of
established boundaries and set penalties for players going "out

2. Have you experienced any “desert experiences” in
your own faith journey? Reflect on it for a moment.

of bounds." Whether we're playing football, baseball, soccer,

3. What lessons did you learn during your own “sand
trap” experience?

player accepts the established boundaries and agrees to abide

the gymnastics floor exercise or the game of golf, every honest
by the official rules of the game. And, if you've ever played
with "a cheater", you know that their dishonesty disgraces the
spirit of the game and brings dishonor to themselves -- not to
mention sucking a lot of fun out of the competition as well.

You see the thrill of any sport is the challenge of improving

or "to miss the target." I would say an accurate translation

one's skills through practice and increasing in one's mastery of

would also include conducting oneself in a way that is clearly

the game. No game draws upon this desire for mastery

"out of bounds." Ironically we find ourselves living in a secular

through repetition and practice more than the game of golf.

culture that almost universally rejects the idea of objective

Experiencing incremental improvement and gradually lower

moral boundaries -- God-given "rights and wrongs." Those who

scores is intoxicating, making golf a borderline obsession and

deny the existence of universal, objective moral boundary lines

addiction for many.

are called "moral relativists."

Yet, those who love and respect the game of golf also respect

Maybe a good way to convince such folks of the existence of

the rules of the game that hold all players to the same standard.

and need for moral restraints and boundaries is to invite them

One of the most basic rules of the game that all players

out to the golf course for a round or two. They may discover a

naturally honor are signified by those white stakes lining the

new and more positive perspective on why we need not fear or

perimeter of each hole: the "out of bounds" posts.

reject such boundaries but should instead desire to respect
them and keep ourselves within bounds.

We should not be surprised then to find that the Creator of the
"game of life" has some basic rules and regulations that allow

Consider the following two thoughts on why we should avoid

maximum enjoyment and fair play among the human field of

"going out of bounds" in both golf and life.

participants. We should not be surprised if God has carefully
and wisely provided human beings with His own boundaries.
The Bible reveals God's rule book for human living and when
our behavior goes out of bounds it is called "sin." And this is
not a popular word today.

1. Not Arbitrary. The white stakes are not arbitrary markers
placed randomly around the course to make your game
miserable or bring your score up. They mark off unplayable
ground filled with trees, ponds, high weeds, rocks, pavement
and other obstacles that cause havoc for any golfer. This is

But the Greek word hamartia (ἁµαρτία) usually translated
as sin in the New Testament literally means "to miss the mark"

precisely why God gives us moral standards to uphold. They

are put there to keep our lives pure and healthy and prevent

out of bounds. I have a great respect for your rules, that I

unnecessary pain, conflict, guilt and regret.

might not go out of bounds" (Psalm 119:7-11 My Paraphrase).

2. Steering Clear. The wise golfer keeps their ball in the

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

center of the fairway where the lie is best and the angle to the
green optimal. Only the most foolish golfer would try to play as
close to the white stakes as possible without going out of
bounds. Why is life any different? Why do so many live their
lives in such a way as to get as close as they can to the fire
without getting burnt? Shouldn't we play life's fairway instead?
Ask the moral relativist who insists on ignoring the rules and
boundaries in life if they would like to eliminate the rules and
accepted boundaries for their favorite sport or game? I suspect
they may want to protect the integrity and honor of the game.
Now, isn't the game of life the most precious game to honor?
Let the following passage paraphrase inform your next tee
shot:
As I learn your righteous regulations, I will thank you by
playing the game of life as I should! I will obey your Holy
Rule Book. Please don’t disqualify me. How can a young
person keep themselves in bounds? By playing by your
rules. I have tried hard to find you — don’t let me hit my ball

1. Do you agree with the definition of sin as
“transgressing boundaries” or “going out of bounds”?
2. Why is our culture so allergic to the notion of
objective moral standards? Why is the idea of
absolute right and wrong so unpopular today?
3. If you’re honest, do you tend to play the middle of
the fairway in life or try to get as close to the white
stakes as possible without getting penalized?

The Coeur d'Alene Resort Golf Course of Idaho is the proud
home of the world's first floating green surrounded by water on
all sides. But remember, "everything breaks towards the
water." Ka-plunk! Splash! Ever have one of those rounds
where it seems as though if there's water to be found, you're
ball will find it? My dad admittedly seems to be part of this
unfortunate club.
While the OB stakes try to keep your ball on playable ground

#5

and sand traps merely slow your game down a bit, water
hazards are placed on the course with a more sinister purpose
of swallowing up as many victims as possible. Yes, underneath

Water Hazards

those blue, sparkling innocent-looking waters lies a cold,
sunken graveyard of every kind of golf ball. All golfers agree:
Water hazards are cruel, evil places.

“Don't be intimidated by the 15,000 sq. ft. putting surface as it

The ancient world of the Bible portrays the "waters" and "the

beckons your challenge, quietly floating 150 yards off the

sea" as a dark, perilous and forbidding place. In the Bible, the

lakeshore. Confidence is your key to success. Board the Putter

seas often symbolize the evil forces of "chaos" in opposition to

Boat shuttle, and enjoy the short ride over to finish the most
unforgettable island golf green in the world. Don't misread
your putt... remember, everything breaks towards the
water” (Course Brochure).

God. Psalm 74 mentions God crushing the heads of Leviathan,
a sea monster personifying cosmic chaos. In Genesis 1 we find
God's Spirit taming the watery chaos as He orders creation by
his superior power. The exodus displays in vivid detail the
salvation of God who redeems His people by providing a way
through the imposing sea and onto dry land.

Elsewhere, the psalmist cries out to God, "Rescue me from

Yet, we cannot totally escape the stormy waters of life. We will

sinking in the mire; let me be delivered from my enemies and

all find ourselves up to our neck at times. Fortunately, like the

from the deep waters. Do not let the flood sweep over me" (Ps

Putter Boat shuttle at Coeur d'Alene seen above, we too have a

69:14-15). And again, "Stretch out your hand from on high; set

safe and secure vessel to bring us safely to God's glorious

me free and rescue me from the mighty waters" (Ps 144:7). In

Green. Besides, why should we be afraid of the waters when

the Gospels, the disciples are about to be swallowed up by the

our Caddy has the power to calm the seas and walk on water?

stormy sea, but are
rescued as Jesus exercises
his divine power by
walking upon the waters
and then calming them.
Finally, when John
describes the glorious new
heaven and new earth it is
a place in which, alas,
"there was no more
sea" (Rev. 21:1).
The spiritual lesson: Steer clear of Evil's abode. Avoid the
water hazards in your spiritual walk with God. The world is
not always a safe place. There are places in our lives -- in our
relationships, our behavior, our ambitions, our thought life -that bring us directly to the shores of a cold, bottomless sea of
destruction. We should not tread lightly near the water's edge.

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. What types of "water hazards" threaten to sink you
most often? What kinds of evil temptations come
knocking on your door?
2. After your first shot gets sunk, do you wisely
humble yourself and take a free drop? Or do you
stubbornly keep hitting shot after shot into the same
hazard?
3. Do you trust that God has the power to calm your
seas, to rescue you from sinking, and to provide you a
safe shuttle to the His Green?

handicap. And how many of us prefer the time on the driving
range over hours of practice on the putting green?
Putting excellence requires extreme patience and an obsessive
commitment to practice and fine-tuning. Putting involves
great attention to detail and a mastery of the art of reading the
smallest slopes and slants, bumps and grooves. If we think of a
potter making a jar, the tee shot, approach and chipping game
all give the jar it's basic shape and mold. Yet, the putting game
is the gentle, artistic touch of the detailer that gives the jar its

#6
Mastering God’s Green

finishing touch of beauty.
Putting also reminds us of the significant and much neglected
virtue of "finishing well." How many of us put great care into
our tee shot, nail our fairway wood, stick our pitching wedge
shot in the middle of the green but then get lazy and impatient

Ask any golf expert what separates the pros from the pack of

on the green and blow what was an otherwise great hole? We

beginners and intermediate "hackers" on the course, and they

have not yet mastered the art of finishing well. We get sloppy

will all tell you the same thing: its the putting game.

on the green.

Many people mistakingly believe that its the power-packed 300

When it comes to our faith I believe putting represents the

yard drive that separates the pros from the rest of the pack.

diligent task of living out our salvation and partnering with the

While a long tee shot doesn't hurt at all, it's a polished short

Holy Spirit in the long, tedious process of sanctification. We

game that really saves you the most strokes and drops your

live in a world overflowing with knowledge and information,
but lacking significantly in wisdom and virtue. Christians place

a high value on biblical knowledge and correct doctrine. We

“I have not yet sunk the putt, but I focus on this one thing:

know the right stuff, have the verses to back it up, love

Forgetting past shots and looking forward to the hole that lies

debating the so-called heretics and defending a biblical

ahead, I press on to sink the final putt and receive the

worldview. There is nothing wrong with any of these.

heavenly prize for which God, through Christ Jesus, is calling
us" (Phil 3:12-14 My paraphrase).

Yet, all of this basic knowledge and right beliefs simply show us
the way to "the green" (i.e., saving faith) and help us land our

So, “continue to work out your salvation with fear and

faith somewhere on the putting surface. Unfortunately, too

trembling (or diligent putting), for it is God who

many Christians are content to just know they have the right

works in you to will and to act according to his good

knowledge to safely land ourselves on the green. The goal for

purpose" (Phil 2:12).

many then seems to be getting as many people "on the
green" (or saved) as possible. Many folks then get wrapped up
in the game of identifying exactly who's on the green and who's
off the green, and trying to figure out what the heck to do with
those still lying on "the fringe" somewhere.

Paul serves as a wise caddy who knows that the real game is
just beginning once we're on the green. He is filled with a
passion and burden for those who would, after coming so far
with Christ, then get sloppy on the green. His writings are
filled with an urgency to make sure he nor any of his fellow

Yet, the Bible is not only concerned with getting people onto

believers give up the game before the ball drops into the cup.

the green, but also with helping those who are already "on the

Paul's a master putter, a Tiger Woods of the spiritual green,

green" finish well by reading the green well and mastering our

and he shows us what it looks like to "finish well" on the course

putting game until the ball is in the cup. We must not get

of life.

sloppy on the green. The Apostle Paul would advocate the
giving of many "mulligans" (grace) but would never give
someone a "gimme" 2 feet from the goal. Rather, he
continually reminded his fellow spiritual golfers:

I have played a valiant round, I have played my best to the
very last putt, I have kept the faith. Now there is in store for
me the Green Jacket of God's Masters tournament, which the
Lord, the righteous Judge, will award to me on that day—and

not only to me, but also to all who have longed for his
appearing" (2 Tim 4:7-8 My Paraphrase).
REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. Can you relate to the idea of just being content with
getting on the green, or “saving faith”?
2. What are some ways you can avoid getting sloppy on
the green and finish well?
3. Do you agree that “finishing well” is a lost virtue in
a culture of laziness and impatience?

#7
The Mind Game
Every golfer knows that what goes on between the ears is just
as critical for success as all the other mechanics that go into a
golfer's game. In fact, long after you have mastered the
mechanics of a smooth, skillful swing, the mental game
continues to be the greatest obstacle for the advanced golfer.
Tiger Woods and every other professional golfer is most
haunted by the subtle attacks in their own mind. These guys
have mastered the swing techniques and skills of the game. But

one bad shot or one poorly played hole, or any number of

Just like in golf, our greatest battle is waged in our mind. Just

mental distractions, can set off a chain reaction and downward

as Tiger Woods is most vulnerable when you start messing with

spiral into mental weakness and lack of confidence. A short 15

his mind, so our great enemy, Satan, wages war within in our

inch putt that typically gives us no problem can suddenly

mind -- planting seeds of doubt, fear, insecurities, worries,

become worrisome and anxiety-inducing. The cup gets smaller

suspicions, and other anxieties. Paul said, "For our struggle

and smaller in our mind's eye. We get caught up in what we

is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers,

call a "mind game" and end up choking.

against the powers, against the world forces of this
darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in

In other words, our mind becomes our worst enemy and most
formidable opponent on the course. You will never beat Tiger
Woods by skill alone. However, if you could somehow "get into
his mind" and join forces with negative, self-defeating thought

the heavenly places" (Eph 6:12). Satan gets into our head,
and feeds upon our mental weakness and failures, like that
sinister voice telling you you're going to miss that putt or duff
that sand wedge -- and then, of course, you do!

patterns already at work, then you might be able to break him
down a bit and possibly have a chance.

A healthy spiritual life demands that we take control of our
thought life and let God's truth triumph over all of the subtle

When it comes to Christian discipleship, our success or failure
is intimately tied to the life of the mind as well. The most
fundamental aspect of Christian faith is coming to an accurate
understanding of God and a true view of the world. Christian
discipleship is all about conforming our minds and wills to the
truth of God revealed in the person of Christ Jesus (cf. Rom
12:2). "Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ
Jesus..." (Phil 2:5)

lies of Satan. "The weapons we fight with are not the
weapons of the world. On the contrary, they have
divine power to demolish strongholds. We demolish
arguments and every pretension that sets itself up
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive
every thought to make it obedient to Christ" (2 Cor
10:5). Just as our "mind games" are toughest in those areas of
our golf game where we are least confident and weakest, so
Satan attacks our spiritual life in those areas where we are
farthest from God.

So, which part of your spiritual game is weakest? Where are
you most vulnerable to the attacks of the Evil One? Do you
have a spiritual coach in your life, speaking truth into your ears
when you're under siege by all the lies of the Enemy? Join me
in the lifelong battle of daily taking every every thought captive
to make it obedient to Christ!
REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. What are the thoughts and destructive lies you
battle constantly in your life?
2. Where are you weakest in your walk with God?
How does Satan try to take advantage of that
vulnerability?
3. Who do you turn to as a spiritual coach or caddy
when you are under siege? Who whispers truth into
your ears when you need it most?

#8
Relax! It’s Just a Game
We live in a world that has largely forgotten how to play. When
our worth and value is measured primarily by what we do for a
living and how much we accomplish individually, then just
"wasting a day" in the pure enjoyment of a fun hobby or game
is really a lost art and rare occurrence.
What did you do this past weekend? If you are the typical
American you likely spent your weekend away from your
professional work catching up on other personal work around

the house. Or you were running around with kids, going from

missed putt or flubbed tee shot. We have all had those rounds

activity to activity. Did you ever carve out some time to just

where each shot gets more and more anxiety inducing than fun.

stop and play?
Let me just remind us all once again that golf is a game to be
God has designed the world and humanity to operate according

enjoyed and a pastime to be shared with friends. Its a game for

to a bio-rhythm of 6 days of creative, productive work and then

breathing in the fresh air, taking in the scenery and awing over

one day of "sabbath" or rest. The sabbath is NOT a day to

the beautiful landscape. When golf becomes "work" and the

avoid activity period. Rather, it is a day to pause all creative

fun is replaced by frustration, we have made golf something

tasks and productive work to instead involve oneself in the

that it is not. Golf is for fun.

pure enjoyment of the blessings and joys that already exist.
Sabbath is a day for writers to enjoy reading books already
written. It is a day for car mechanics to take a lazy drive out
into the country and enjoy the roar of a healthy engine. It is a
day for parents to take their focus off the non-stop, draining
task of nurturing their children to just enjoy sharing the
company of the children they already are.

In the same way, the life God created human beings to live was
not meant to be merely one exhausting, tiresome series of tasks
to be completed under ever-increasing pressure and upcoming
deadlines. We were not created to be beasts of burden, living
like a team of oxen yoked to another man's plow. Most
importantly, our worth and value as human beings was never,
EVER meant to be tied to our jobs and careers, our efforts and

And, of course, the sabbath is also a great day
for golf.

accomplishments. We have unsurpassable worth rooted in the

There is perhaps no greater annoyance on the golf course than

We were created to join in God's creative efforts of taking care

playing with an irritated, angry golfer who's constantly cursing

of this earth -- which involves creative, productive work for

under his breath (and out loud!). Now, I'm as guilty as anyone

sure. But life is primarily a gift to be enjoyed with friends, filled

(except for the swearing part, of course). We have all had our

with a 6-1 rhythm of work and rest, effort and enjoyment,

moments when we let ourselves get too worked up over a

God in whose image we are made.

becoming and simply being. We were created to play as much

prayer of thanks for the people you’re with. Golf and life are

as we were created to produce and perform.

both gifts to be cherished and enjoyed.

Do you bring the pressure of your work week out with you on

Alright, your turn to hit.

the golf course? Do you treat a missed putt like a missed
appointment? Do you give your scorecard the same weight as
your quarterly review? Can I invite you to a change of mindset
and invite you rediscover the
pure fun and carefree
enjoyment the game was always
meant to bring?
Likewise, many of us need to

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. Do you take time out of your busy routine to just
play? How do you relax and take a sabbath?
2. Do you take golf and life too seriously? Do you need
God to help you with your temper?
3. Do you bring the stresses of work home with you or

bring the enjoyment we do

out on the course? How can you leave the stress

experience playing the game of

behind at work in order to enjoy yourself at home,

golf into the other areas of our

with your family, or on the golf course?

lives where we have become far
too serious. Life too can be as
enjoyable as golf when we keep
things in right perspective and don't lose sight of the fun,
loving God who's behind the whole thing.
So, stop and take a deep breath. Feel the fresh summer breeze
against your tired body and listen to the peaceful chirping of
the birds. Take in the beauty of your surroundings and say a

score and deal with the guilt later (when no one's looking)? Or,
better, why don't I just try harder, screw up less and always be
sure to get a respectable score every time? Like that's possible.
Have you ever quit keeping score in the middle of a round?
What's up with that? Certainly that, too, is a defense
mechanism to avoid the shame and humiliation that would
come at the end of the round when you actually had to own up
to your embarrassing score.
One spiritual mind exercise I occasionally engage in is to

#9

imagine Jesus along with me, taking part in a typical 21st
century activity and seeing how he would act (e.g., Jesus in
rush hour traffic, etc.). Play along with me for a second. What
do you think it would be like golfing 18 holes at your favorite

Mulligans & Scorecards

country club with Jesus (assume Jesus can get you free passes
to any private dream course!)? If you're like me, you're already
wondering if Jesus would use his divine powers and ace every

"What did you get on that hole?" the scorecard keeper asks.

hole with 500+ yard drives, whether he would walk across the

Your answer may not be as simple as just counting up your

water to retrieve your water ball, etc.

strokes. For many, this question immediately forces an ethical
dilemma or sparks an internal wrestling match with one's
conscience. Do I tell him the truth-- that I got "a snowman" on
the short par 3 -- to keep a clean conscience? Or is it better to
save face and protect my ego with the guys, give a dishonest

Yet, the issue I want to focus on in this imaginative exercise has
nothing to do with Jesus' divine swing, putting perfection and
the like. Instead, I want you to ask yourself this question:
What kind of scorecard keeper would Jesus

be? Would Jesus be a stickler for the rules, allowing no

influence how we relate to and understand our faith in and

gimmes and keeping close record of every single penalty?

relationship with God. And, frankly, far too many people have

Remember, you're probably not going to sneak anything by

adopted the picture of God as a cranky, uptight scorekeeper in

Jesus -- like that secret "foot wedge" to get your ball away from

the sky, who takes much delight in counting our every penalty

that tree on # 12. Or, the classic litmus test to determine the

and cares very little about helping us improve "our game" and

gracious scorekeepers from the uptight, legalists:

encouraging us to lighten up and enjoy the game.

Would Jesus allow mulligans?

So, what would it be like having Jesus in your next foursome?
Let me share five of my own thoughts on the matter:

Don't rush to any conclusions in this mental exercise. What
kind of general mood and attitude does Jesus have in your

1. Jesus is for you. Jesus would be far more interested in

imagination? Is he a stern-faced, no-nonsense guy watching

seeing you succeed at golf, than keeping track of your every

your golf etiquette like a hawk? Is he aloof, too worried about

stroke.

his own game to even pay attention to your swing, to
congratulate you on your birdie, or correct your mistakes?
Most importantly, how does he keep track of the score? Does
he seem to take great delight in keeping score and constantly
reminding you of all your
double bogies?
The reason I ask you to
take your time in this
exercise is that we all have
our own perceptions of
God and they powerfully

2. Jesus is not a scorekeeper. Jesus would gladly hold the
scorecard, but only if you asked him too. He's not really into
scorekeeping -- just ask the Pharisees. He's a wise teacher and
loving coach at heart, and devoted his entire life to relieving
those carrying unnecessary burdens of guilt.
3. Jesus knows the scorecard's true purpose. He would
gently remind you that the scorecard's purpose is to help show
you just how far you've come in your game and how much
room for growth and improvement you still have. The
scorecard is not a tool to be used to bring shame, humiliation
and judgment upon oneself or others. It gives us a standard, or

par, to shoot for on the course and keeps track of past rounds

So, while we may never get to actually play a round with the

only to give us a target to top next time.

incarnate Jesus (until heaven!), we do get to be part of the
most magnificent foursome on the long, unpredictable,

4. Jesus gives unlimited mulligans. Since the score is not
the most important thing, and enjoying the game and
experiencing growth and improvement is, Jesus doesn't mind if
you re-tee and try again! "Give it another try," he says again

challenging and rewarding course we call life. That's right, you
have a set tee time renewable every morning with the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Don't be late! And, most
importantly, have fun out there!

and again with a smile. How do I know this? In a similar
scene, Peter asked Jesus in effect: "How many chances should I
give my brother when he sins against me?" Peter, thinking he
is pretty generous suggests, "Seven times?" Nope, not when
Jesus is holding the scorecard. "Not seven times," Jesus
replied, "but seventy times seven (Matt 18:21-22). That's right.
Jesus gives us unlimited mulligans in life and instructs us to
give others just as many. And the best part about playing with
Jesus is that, unlike with some, the mulligans Jesus gives us
don't come with strings attached. They are free.
5. Jesus is pleasant company. "Relax a bit and have some
fun," he says with a smile. "Isn't it fun just being together out
here on this beautiful day?" Jesus is the opposite of the stingy,
rule-keeping, scorecard-obsessed, grumpy old many with an
attitude. He's the perfect caddy and most dynamic coach. He's
everything you want in a golfing companion -- save the goofy
pants and gaudy sweater.

REFLECTION QUESTIONS:
1. What was the perception you had of God during our
imaginative exercise above? How does this perception
of God shape your relationship with God?
2. Do you tend to be too concerned with keeping track
of your penalties and mis-hits in your faith? Or do
you tend to not care enough about how well you're
living?
3. Which of the 5 points above most powerfully struck
you?

Congratulations!
You’ve made it through first nine holes -- “The Front 9 Nine

Also by Jeremy at
www.JeremyBerg.org!

of Faith.” I hope you have gained valuable insight into your

FATHER’S SONG: A Melodious Bible Survey

daily walk with God during these series of reflections on

One divine melody permeates the grand narrative of redemptive
history. In this series, Jeremy guides us through the biblical
narrative–from Genesis to Revelation–with “ears to hear” the
penetrating God-beat keeping everything in sync. Leave the
dissonance of the world and join the Dance of the Trinity and learn
how to live more in tune with God.

golf. My prayer is that whenever you tee off you will be
reminded of these crucial elements of Christian discipleship.
If you would like to continue exploring other “Sacred
Analogies” that uncover extraordinary spiritual truths in
some very ordinary places, check out my Daily Illumination
website at www.JeremyBerg.org. You may even find
yourself teeing off for another 9 holes of golf on the back
nine of the discipleship course.

Jeremy Berg is the founding pastor at MainStreet
Covenant Church and writes at Daily Illumination at
www.JeremyBerg.org. He holds a M.A. Theology from
Bethel Seminary (2005) and B.A. Biblical & Theological
Studies from Bethel University (2002).

GARBAGE DAY: Spiritual Waste Management
This special 11-part Lenten series explores the idea of spiritual waste
management. You will read about ridding yourself of sin, spring
house cleaning of the soul, managing the spiritual clutter in our lives
and more. The series concludes with a fascinating discussion on the
nature of Hell.

STUDENT DRIVER: On the Road to
Discipleship
Remember Drivers Ed class? In this series, Jeremy shares some of
the profound similarities between learning to drive and the road to
discipleship. Jeremy writes from the unique vantage point of both a
certified Driving Instructor and a youth pastor. Buckle up!

DEAR PHILIPPIANS: A Verse-by-Verse Study
Want to dive deeper into the Bible but don’t know where to start?
Join Jeremy for a verse-by-verse exploration of Paul’s Letter to the
Philippians. This application-based study attempts to find 21st
century lessons from a 1st century Roman prison cell. Jump in with
us today!

